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ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS

TURNKEY MODULAR SPACE AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS



 WILLSCOT.COM  |   MOBILEMINI.COMOur solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

WE HELP 
YOU KEEP 
PRODUCTION 
FLOWING

At WillScot Mobile Mini, we know that growing energy 
demand means operators have to stay productive around 
the clock. That’s why when energy producers and service 
companies have special projects like expansions, shutdowns, 
turnarounds, new builds or any other temporary situation, 
they call us to get top-quality mobile space solutions 
fast. We handle the space, so you can complete projects 
efficiently and serve their customers, uninterrupted.

We make your life easier

As the leading provider of modular space 
in North America, we have exactly the 
right units for your operations, ready to 
roll to any location. One call and you get 
the space solutions you need, plus the 
Essentials – all the furnishings, fixtures, 
technology, security and more to make 
your space Ready to Work from day one. 
We take care of every detail for you, 
so you can maintain productivity while 
pursuing your growth objectives. 

Uses for plant operations

+ Administrative offices

+ Break rooms

+ Conference centers

+ Equipment and supplies storage

+ Guard shacks

+ In-plant offices

+ Maintenance facilities

+ Restrooms

+ Security buildings

+ Shutdown / turnaround offices

+ Training rooms

Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.

Ready solutions for energy producers

Mobile Offices

+   Our wide range of unit sizes let you 
configure and organize your opera-
tions quickly and efficiently

+   We can fit units into the tightest 
spaces on your site or quickly deploy 
to remote locations

+   Create a more traditional professional 
office, with larger spaces and all the 
furnishings

+   Maintain a clean working environ-
ment with our air purifiers and other 
appliances

Restroom Solutions

+   Help your crews be more comfortable 
with clean, high-quality facilities

+   A variety of ADA-compliant config-
urations allow you to accommodate 
any number of users

+   Units provide sanitary facilities at 
remote sites or on your plant property

+   Convenient hook-ups to city water 
or one of our holding and sanitation 
tanks

FLEX® Units

+   Innovative, stackable modular offices 
that maximize space utilization when 
it’s limited

+   Our fleet is new or like-new and 
readily available for fast deployment 
anywhere you need

+   Flexibly adapt to your evolving 
space requirements by adding or 
removing units as needed  

 
+   Higher efficiency and less energy 

use than traditional mobile office 
products

Blast Resistant Modules

+   Keep your people onsite, productive 
and most importantly, safe

+   Save time and money by keeping 
your employees and supplies near the 
work area

+   Withstand blast events up to 8 PSI 
and 200 milliseconds

+   Every unit is Avetta qualified 
and meets API Standard RP-753 
guidelines

+   Accommodate any number of 
people. Open more floor space. 
Readily handle any need

+   Furnish your space as an office, 
breakroom, meeting space or 
anything else

+   Provide a seamless and comfortable 
solution for personnel during plant 
shutdowns

+   Order your unit pre-wired, so 
internet service connection is fast 
and easy

Modular Complexes

+   Preconfigure units with the accesso-
ries to optimize productivity, safety 
and security

+   Durable high-gauge steel construc-
tion holds up to harsh weather and 
working conditions

+   A wide range of sizes and door con-
figurations let you customize to get 
the job done

+   Add our innovative PRORACK™ 
system and sturdy locks for ultimate 
customization and strong security

Storage Containers



Our solutions are ready to work, so from day one you’re ready to work.
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EVERYTHING YOU
NEED FOR YOUR
SPACE, INSIDE
AND OUT.

Office
Packages

Data
Package

Café
Packages

Planning
Package

Conference Room
Packages

Container
Shelving

Container
Locks

Container
Pipe Racks

Protection
Plans

Workstation
Packages

Cubicle
Packages

Health & Safety Entrance
Packages

Portable Container 
Lights

Portable Storage 
Units

The Essentials

We offer a breadth of ready-to-go Essentials packages 
that cover the most typical needs. Plus we provide 
these packages at multiple levels, from simple, quality 
prodcuts that accommodate your construction teams, 
to more premium options suitable for entertaining 
customers and VIPs.


